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Abstract: We elaborate on an idea firstly proposed by V. Traneva. We extend the approach
by considering new possibilities for aggregation based on what we name “total relevance”. This
allows for better knowledge discovery and selection of the most influential input.
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1 Introduction

An interesting possibility for use of index matrices (IM) and intercriteria analysis (ICrA) [3] was
discussed in [1]. Our main idea in the following is to consider expert evaluations in the form of
intuitionistic fuzzy pairs (IFPs) with respect to the relation between the investigated criteria in
different time moments. Thus we obtain different IMs – [Criteria Relations, Time] and [Criteria
Relations, Expert Value Assigned, Time]. This approach provides a powerful framework for the
implementation of several possible aggregation algorithms - and permits for a better theoretical
treatment and unified approach in the description. Further we will recall some of the notions we
will use. Then we will proceed to formulation of our main idea and prove some results which
ensure its correctness.
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2 Basic notions and preliminaries

First we will require the following definition:

Definition 1 (cf. [2]). An n-dimensional IM is an object defined as

A = [Ind, aind], (1)

where Ind ⊆ I1×I2×I3×· · ·×In, with Ij 6= ∅ – index sets, and ind =
(
i(r1), i(r2), ..., i(rn)

)
∈ Ind,

where rj, j = 1, . . . , n runs through all admissible values, and aind are objects of the same kind
(e.g., real numbers) or symbols with special meaning (e.g. ordered tuples, matrices, or a symbol
indicating the absence of element at that position, etc).

Remark 1. The condition for the symbol denoting the absence of element is due to the fact that
this allows different scenarios to be better reflected, e.g. lack of measurements in the data, a
reviewer’s missing score assignment due to conflict of interest, etc. In all cases, rules regarding
the treatment of operations involving these missing values has to be provided.

Further we will suppose that there exists partial ordering among the elements a of the IM A.

Definition 2 (cf. [2]). We will call Agg(I∗1 , I
∗
2 , . . . , I

∗
n)(A) = a∗ an aggregation operator over the

index matrix , iff I∗j ⊆ Ij and

a∗ ≥ min{aind∗|ind∗ ⊆ I∗1 × I∗2 × . . .× I∗n}
a∗ ≤ min{aind∗|ind∗ ⊆ I∗1 × I∗2 × . . .× I∗n}

(2)

Remark 2. Roughly speaking an aggregation operator takes a subset of elements and juxtaposes
to them an element which is smaller than the greatest and greater than the smallest.

For the presentation of our main idea we require also.

Definition 3. Given a threshold value ε, we call a relevance score of the expert ek, for the chosen
time intervals T ∗ the value:

αk(T
∗) =


1 if dnormalized

t∈T∗⊆T
(ICrA(ci, cj)(t), ek(ci, cj)(t)) ≤ ε

1− dnormalized
t∈T∗⊆T

(ICrA(ci, cj)(t), ek(ci, cj)(t)), otherwise

where dnormalized is any normalized distance over intuitionistic fuzzy sets, ICrA(ci, cj)(t) is the
result of the Intercriteria Analysis applied to the criteria ci, cj at time moment t and ek(ci, cj)(t)
is the value assigned by the expert.

Remark 3. Informally speaking the closer the expert is to the results provided by ICrA, the better
his/hers relevance score will be.
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3 Main idea and results

Let us be given the index matrix:
U = [C,C, T, uind]

where uind = 〈µc,c′ , νc,c′ , t〉 are the results of the the application of ICrA with the criteria over
some objects at different time moments t ∈ T ∗ Let

Z = [C,C,E, T, xind]

where xind = 〈µc,c′,e, νc,c′,e, t〉 are the value assigned by the experts for the relations between the
considered criteria at different time moments t ∈ T ∗.

Definition 4. Let p > 0 and consider

Mp(x1, x2, . . . , xn) =

(∑n
i=1 x

p
i

n

) 1
p

,

where xj ∈ [0, 1], j = 1, . . . , n.

Then for an array of n IFPs we can define the aggregation operator

SAgg = 〈µAgg, νAgg〉

where
µAgg =Mp(µ1, µ2, . . . , µn)

νAgg = 1−Mp(1− ν1, ν2, . . . , νn)

Proposition 1. Let us be given results provided by ICrA and expert scores in different time mo-
ments. Then for p ≥ 0 we can define aggregation by time

Aggej
t∈T∗

(Z) =

〈(
1

card T∗

card T∗∑
t=1

(αk(T
∗)µe,t)

p

) 1
p

,

(
1

card T∗

card T∗∑
t=1

(1− αk(T
∗)νe,t)

p

) 1
p
〉
.

Then for p ≥ 0 we can define aggregation by experts

Aggtj
e∈E∗

(Z) =

〈(
1

card E∗

card E∗∑
e=1

(αk,e(t)µe,t)
p

) 1
p

,

(
1

card E∗

card E∗∑
e=1

(1− αk,e(t)νe,t)
p

) 1
p
〉
.

is aggregation by experts values. This aggregations are correctly defined.

Proof. We have by Definition 3 and Definition 4, the following:

µAgg =MAgg(αind∗µind∗)

νAgg = 1−MAgg(1− αind∗νind∗)

We need to show that
µAgg + νAgg ≤ 1

which is equivalent to
MAgg(αind∗µind∗) ≤MAgg(1− αind∗νind∗)

The last is obviously true since we have

αind∗µind∗ ≤ (1− αind∗νind∗)

Hence the proposition holds.
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4 Conclusion

In the present paper a new aggregation scheme is proposed which is based on a new score which
may be used as threshold value for admitting experts in decision making process or extracting
only data which meets certain criteria.
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